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I Annual Report from CHUS President
Zhiguo Yang
Honoring tradition, I want to extend the New Year’s greetings to CHUS members before
reporting to you our work in 2021: 虎、虎、虎: Be blessed with good fortunes in the Year of
the Tiger!
James Z. Gao Memorial Fund
James Z. Gao (高峥), one of the founders of CHUS and its first president in 1987-1988,
passed away on October 26, 2021, at age of 73. On November 1, 2021, more than forty CHUS
members met virtually to celebrate James’ life and accomplishments as a history educator and
scholar, and the outpouring of tributes from his colleagues and friends at the meeting testified to
the impact of his charismatic personality, hilarious sense of humor, commitment to the pursuit of
knowledge, and leadership of CHUS and on anyone who had met him. (The spring 2022 issue of
The Chinese Historical Review (CHR) will publish an essay in memoriam of James titled,
tentatively, “James Z. Gao, 1948-2021: An Explorer of a Cutting-edge Paradigm.”) To keep
James’ memory and legacies alive, upon the suggestion from Jian Chen, Zhaohui Hong, Kan
Liang, Xi Wang, and Guoqi Xu, the CHUS board decided to create a foundation to support
CHUS academic activities in his name. The aforementioned CHUS members also made the
initial donations to the proposed foundation.
Once the establishment of James Z. Gao Memorial Fund was announced after the
November 1 memorial meeting, the following CHUS members and James’ friends and loved one
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– including those who had pledged their donation during the meeting – have added their
donations to it:
An anonymous friend of James’
Laura Liu, James’ wife
Jian Chen
Zhaohui Hong
Kan Liang
Xi Wang
Guoqi Xu
Xiaoyuan Liu
Qiong Zhang
Yi Sun
Zhiwei Xiao
Ping Yao
Jun Fang
Xiaojia Hou
Patrick Shan
Jiayan Zhang
Zhiguo Yang
Jeremy Brown
Huaiyu Chen
Thanks to their generosity, the fund now has a balance of $22,229.34 and is ready to
operate. So, thank you all so very much! Next, with the input from CHUS members, the CHUS
board will devise a plan on how to support CHUS academic programs with the fund.
If you wish to contribute to the fund, please contact Yi Sun, CHUS president, at
ysun@sandiego.edu or Xiaoxia Li, CHUS treasurer, at XLi3@uco.edu.
Work Reports for 2021 by the CHUS Board
On January 8, 2022, the CHUS board members of Zhiguo Yang, Danke Li, Dandan Chen,
Xiaojia Hou, and Mao Lin and CHR chief editor Xiaobing Li delivered their work reports for
2021 at the annual CHUS Business Meeting in New Orleans. Facing the challenges and
uncertainties brought by the Covid-19 pandemic, each and every member of the CHUS
leadership team performed their respective responsibilities with the utmost commitment and by
the highest standard of professionalism. In particular, Xiaojia’s bookkeeping record for James Z.
Gao Memorial Fund and Dandan’s new inventory of CHUS membership exemplify the best
practice of transitioning CHUS management from one board of directors to another. Also, we
want to express our heartfelt appreciation and gratitude to Danke, whose dedication and
organizing skills led to the inclusion of four CHUS panels in the 2021 AHA annual conference;
Xiaobing, who raised the level of CHR’s prestige and profitability even higher with his
efficiency and energy; and Mao, who kept CHUS members connected with their organization
through publishing CHUS Newsletter and webmastering CHUS webpage.
To keep our members informed of how we have managed the CHUS organization and its
finance, we will publish Dandan’s annual membership report and Xiaojia’s annual financial
report in this issue of CHUS Newsletter.
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Reports by the CHUS Committees
In 2021, three CHUS committees were formed to conduct the following businesses
according to CHUS Bylaws: the selection of the CHUS board of directors 2022-2024; the
selection of a 2021 CHUS Award for Academic Excellence recipient; and the selection of a 2021
Award for Distinguished Service recipient.
The CHUS Election Committee was composed of Xiaobing Li, Patrick Shan, and
Xiansheng Tian. We want to thank them for their hard work that led to the selection of Yi Sun
(president), Qiong Zhang (conference coordinator), Mao Lin (secretary), Xiaoxiao Li (treasurer),
and Shouyue Zhang (newsletter editor and CHUS webpage manager) as the next CHUS board of
directors. Congratulations to Yi, Qiong, Mao, Xiaoxiao, and Shouyue!
The CHUS Award for Academic Excellent Selection Committee was composed of
Pingchao Zhu, Qiong Zhang, Yi Sun. After spending many hours screening the outstanding
nominations they had received and evaluating the nominees’ works, they decided to recommend
Qiang Fang as the recipient of the 2021 award, and the CHUS board accepted their
recommendation. Thank you, Pingchao, Qiong, and Yi, for showcasing what commitment to
professionalism looks like with your committee work. And congratulations, Qiang, on your
academic achievement.
The CHUS Selection Committee for the CHUS Award for Distinguished Service was
composed of Liyan Liu, Shuhua Fan, and Jingyi Song who recommended Zhiguo Yang as the
recipient of the 2021 award. The CHUS board accepted the Committee’s recommendation, so I
could join my board colleagues Dandan and Xiaojia in being honored with this award while still
serving CHUS. Thank you for your recognition that so profoundly warmed my heart.
To keep CHUS members informed of the selection process based on CHUS Bylaws, the
reports by the aforementioned three committees will be published in this issue of CHUS
Newsletter.
Good Luck to the CHUS Board of Directors 2022-2024
The official transition of CHUS leadership and management occurred at the January 8
CHUS Business Meeting. In congratulating Yi, Qiong, Mao, Xiaoxiao, and Shouyue on being
elected as the succeeding CHUS board directors, Zhiguo, Danke, Dandan, Xiaojia, and Mao also
wished them the best luck in making CHUS better and more influential.
And their commitment, talent, and willingness to serve CHUS members ensure that
nothing but success awaits them.

II CHUS 2021 Secretary Report
Dandan Chen

Dear President Yang, CHUS Board of Directors and members,
I would like to report what I have done from 2020 to 2021.
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[Membership & Emails & Other Issues]
In 2020-2021, CHUS attracted several new members, especially emerging young scholars,
graduate students, and undergraduate students from U.S, Europe, and China. I have updated the
list of members according to membership fee payment and sent the list twice to the publisher of
Chinese Historical Review.
In 2020-2021, I spent a lot of time updating membership statuses, email and mail addresses
of members, and contacting active members, non-active lifetime members, and other previous
members.
At the end of 2020, I started to review the list of lifetime memberships, updated their job
statuses, mailing addresses, and email addresses, and have made many changes. There are 75
life-time members. I also contacted quite a few CHUS lifetime memberships or old friends,
updated their current info and invited them to the CHUS wechat group. I contacted many lifetime
members and other members individually, reminding them of resuming paying CHUS
membership fees and recorded whether and how they would like to receive the hard copies of
Chinese Historical Review.
From the end of 2020 to early 2021, I double-checked and reported membership statuses to
members; Reminder emails and messages were sent one to one to many members.
In January 2022, I finally reviewed the mailing list for active members who currently receive
Chinese Historical Review. Among 69 active members, 29 members have expired or expiring
membership statuses. I individually sent emails or wechat messages to these 29 members,
reminding them of paying membership fees, and received many responses.
I also finally reviewed the list of lifetime membership and previous members and sent a
group email to 57 lifetime membership and previous members who are not on CHUS mailing list
and who need to resume paying membership fees. I received some responses. I carefully checked
and updated mailing addresses, job statuses, and email addresses of many members.
I carefully checked the CHUS email list twice in Jan 2021 and Jan 2022. I deleted some nonworking email addresses, updated some changes, added new email addresses for new members
or members who changed email addresses.
[Social Media & Activities]
From 2020 to 2021, I keep maintaining an active wechat group for some of the CHUS
members and invited many old and new CHUS members into the group. I also often share
academic articles and news in the group. I also spread CHUS events on other social media.
From 2020 to 2021, I helped organized a couple of CHUS gatherings and events, including one
CHUS member cloud gathering, 2020 AHA CHUS panels, and the memorial event for the
passing of Professor Gao Zheng.
[Missing Issues for Chinese Historical Review]
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Several active members reported they did not receive some issues of Chinese Historical
Review. I constantly contacted the Publisher and provided updated mailing addresses for the
publisher to send these missing issues via express mails.
[Suggestions for the New Secretary & Other Board Members]
I have very clear records of payment statuses for active members. I also have records of who
should be contacted for reminding them of paying annual membership dues among the life-time
members and other previous members. I also updated the email list for all current active, nonactive lifetime or previous members. The new secretary & other board members can work
together to send reminders to active and non-active lifetime or previous members, combing
individual emails/wechats message or group email reminders.

Respectfully submitted by Dandan Chen
Jan 5, 2022

III CHUS 2021 Financial Report
Xiaojia Hou
Balance Summary
As of January 4, 2021
US Bank Account $18850 ($150 deposited on Jan 4, $18700 on Dec 31, 2020)
PayPal Account $3,785 ($100 deposited on Jan 1, $3,685 on Dec 31, 2020)
Total: $ $22,385 (on Dec 31, 2020)
As of January 1, 2022
US Bank Account: $ 46,025.00
PayPal Account $0
Total: $46,025 (including CHUS balance and donation to James Gao Fund)
CHUS Balance: $24396
Donation to James Gao Fund: $21629
Itemized Analysis
CHUS Income (Jan 3 2021 to Dec 31, 2021):
Income from Chinese Historical Review including Royalty and refunds: $2955
Income from membership fee: $1254
Donation to CHUS: $457
Total Income: +$4666
CHUS Expense (Jan 3 2021 to Dec 31, 2021):
US Bank and PayPal Charges: $32
CHUS registration: $20
CHUS plaques and shipping: $184
Web host: $299
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Total Expense: -$535
Scam Loss: -$2120
CHUS 2021 Net Income: +$2011
Donation to James Gao Fund: +$21629

IV CHUS 2021 Conference Report
Danke Li
This year CHUS members again enthusiastically responded to the call for paper and four
high quality CHUS panels were included in the 2022 AHA annual conference: 1. From “Cold
War Ally” to “Most Serious Competitor”: The Shift of American Views of China in New
Perspectives, 2. Learning from the Past: Bitter Episodes of US–China Relations Revisited, 3.
Decoding Historical Misconceptions through Cross-Cultural Studies: Past and Present, 4.
Politics, Everyday Life, and Institutional and Discursive Mechanisms of Intellectual Trends: The
Appropriation of History and Cultural Practices in Ancient and Modern China.
In the future, the Board needs to encourage more members to organize panels for the
AHA annual meetings and the conference coordinator should attend the AHA annual meeting for
affiliated societies.

V CHUS 2021 Communication Report
Mao Lin
CHUS has published two Newsletters in 2021. The professional achievements from our
members are quite impressive. The scope of the Newsletter has also been extended to cover
teaching, services, professional developments, promotions, conference papers, invited lectures
and other form of scholarship, instead of focusing on publications exclusively.
The CHUS website has been updated. The ownership of the website has finally been
transferred to CHUS Treasurer.
CHUS has created its own Facebook page to promote its digital presence.
I’d like to express special thanks to Lejiu Sun and Shouyue Zhang, who provided
technical supports for the website and Facebook page.
Suggestion for 2022:
We need to further build up the Facebook page. Right now it does not have a lot of
contents and traffic.

VI CHUS 2021 Election Committee Report
Dear Professor Zhiguo Yang and the CHUS Board Directors:
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Happy New Year!
As the 2021 CHUS Election Committee members, we are very glad to report to you and the
board that we have completed our committee work from July to December 2021, and that the
new 2022-2024 CHUS Board has been elected!
After you and the board established the 2021 CHUS Election Committee in early July 2021, we
began our work by drafting the call for nomination in mid-July. By the deadline of October 1, the
committee had received nominations for all the board positions.
Then, we contacted the nominees and collected their biographical information. The committee
prepared the ballot and email it out to all the CHUS members on November 1.
By the election deadline on December 1, the committee received 32 ballots from the CHUS
members, mostly voting yes to the candidates: Yi Sun as president, Mao Lin as secretary, Qiong
Zhang as conference coordinator, Xiaojia Hou as treasurer, and Shouyue Zhang as newsletter
editor.
In late December, the committee prepared a special election and email out the ballot on
December 24. By the special election deadline on December 31, the committee received 10
ballots in favor of Xiaoxiao Li as treasurer. One ballot came in the early morning of January 1,
2022.
All the electronic votes are available in case anyone has questions.
We really appreciate the opportunity to serve on the 2021 CHUS Election Committee for our
organization.

Thank you!

Sincerely yours,
Xiansheng Tian
Patrick Fuliang Shan
Xiaobing Li (Chair)
2021 CHUS Election Committee

VII Message from the New CHUS Board
Dear CHUS Members:
Hope you are enjoying the early days of the new year while getting ready to welcome the
Year of the Tiger!
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We, the newly elected members of the CHUS Executive Board, wish to express our most
profound gratitude to you for your trust and support. It is a sheer honor and privilege for us to
serve the organization during the next two years.
Our deep appreciation also goes to President Zhiguo Yang and the previous Board
members, whose three years of hard work and dedication have helped to strengthen the
organization. Meanwhile, the Chinese Historical Review, under the extraordinary editorship of
Professor Xiaobing Li, has provided a strong platform and invaluable channel for our members'
scholarly achievements.
Once the pandemic subsides, we will work expeditiously to implement the events that
had been set in motion by the previous Board. Meanwhile, we will also organize a few new
activities that are meaningful and doable under the COVID constraints.
Over the past thirty-five years, CHUS has become our common academic home, having
been developed, advanced, and enriched by many devoted and talented leaders and members.
With this rich inheritance, we will work together as a team to fulfill our respective and collective
responsibilities to our cherished organization with a sense of honor, humility, and professional
commitment.
With much appreciation and best wishes,
Yi Sun (President)
Mao Lin (Secretary)
Xiaoxiao Li (Treasurer)
Qiong Zhang (Conference Coordinator)
Shouyue Zhang (Newsletter Editor)

VIII 2023 CHUS Annual Meeting at AHA Call for Proposals
Qiong Zhang
The CHUS board cordially invites our members to submit complete panel proposals to be
included as CHUS-sponsored panels at the 2023 AHA Annual Meeting, which will be held in
Philadelphia from January 5 to 8, 2023.
Panels can follow either of two formats: 1) a paper panel, consisting of three or four
presenters, a chair, and a commentator; or 2) a roundtable with a chair and 36 participants. Topics may concern any fields of historical scholarship, historiography, and
pedagogy. We encourage panel organizers to consider inviting a mix of participants at different
stages of their career, especially our student members. While in principle participation in a
CHUS-sponsored panel at the AHA requires CHUS membership, non-CHUS members are most
welcome to join the panel, though a conference fee of $40 will be charged. This fee will be
waived for student presenters and for those non-members who participate in our panels in a
service capacity (namely, as chair or commentator).
Panel proposals are due to Qiong Zhang at zhangq@wfu.edu on April 20, 2022. A
complete panel proposal must include the following:
1) information about the panel itself:
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A. Panel Title (no more than 20 words);
B. For a paper panel, a brief panel description of up to 150 words and panelists’
paper abstracts (200-250 words each). The panel description should highlight the
focus and significance of the proposed panel and the thematic resonances among
the different papers. A paper abstract must reflect adequately the specific subjectmatter of the paper and the core scholarly contribution it intends to make.
C. For a roundtable, please include a roundtable description of about 250 words,
stating the specific topic to be addressed and the way in which each participant is
expected to contribute to the conversation.
2) Information about all panel participants (including chair and commentators): mailing
address; email address; phone number; and institutional affiliation, if any.
We kindly ask our members to please limit your total appearances in the meeting
program to two panels and limit your service roles (namely, as chairs or commentators) to one
panel only, if possible. Exceptions may be made in outstanding circumstances, such as when a
chair or commentator on our program is unable to attend the conference and you are asked to
take over their responsibilities on top of your own pre-scheduled duties. This is a change of rule
from previous years; it is introduced to facilitate the AHA scheduling of our panels. Panel
organizers please take note of this change and verify the availability of your potential copanelists, chairs, and discussants given this new rule.
CHUS-Sponsored Panels at the AHA are not only a venue of scholarly exchange for
CHUS members but also a platform on which CHUS members showcase our scholarship and
interact with colleagues in the wider AHA community. Thus, it is paramount that our panelists
uphold the academic integrity and professional standards of CHUS. Once a panel has been
accepted into our AHA-CHUS annual meeting program, all individuals, members and nonmembers alike, who participate in it as panelists, discussant, or chair must fulfill their
obligations as stated in the proposal and attend the conference. In the event that an illness or
other emergencies prevents a panel participant from attending the meeting, the absentees must
inform their panel organizers and the CHUS conference coordinator (Qiong
Zhang zhangq@wfu.edu) of their situations at the earliest possible time and make arrangement
for a co-panelist or some other conference participant to deliver papers or comments or chairing
a panel on their behalf. Failure to do so will result in a 3-year suspension from CHUS-organized
AHA panels.
We regret that we will not be able to accept individual paper proposals. However, if you
wish to present a paper and are looking for co-panelists, please let us know, and we would be
happy to circulate your “call for co-panelists” using CHUS group emails and our social media
outlets.

IX Call for Papers: Chinese Historical Review
http://www.tandfonline.com/loi/ytcr20#.VroJtU-ofQI
Print ISSN: 1547-402X Online ISSN: 2048-7827
2 Issues per Year
The Chinese Historical Review (CHR) is a fully refereed and vigorously edited
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transnational journal of history with issues appearing in March and November each year. The
journal is included in the following services: Bibliography of Asian Studies, European Reference
Index for the Humanities (ERIH), and Scopus.
The journal publishes original research on the history of China in every period, China‘s
historical relations with the world, the historical experiences of the overseas Chinese, as well as
comparative studies of history. The journal is abstracted and indexed by Bibliography of Asian
Studies and Scopus, the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed literature.
The journal is published by Routledge of Taylor & Francis Group on behalf of Chinese
Historians in the United States (CHUS). The current editor-in chief is Professor Xiaobing Li
(University of Central Oklahoma). Please send manuscripts and inquiries via email to
bli@uco.edu

X CHUS Facebook Call for Submissions
The CHUS Board and the 2021 CHUS Business Meeting has decided to launch a
new Facebook account. The Facebook page needs information from our members. Please send
information for the following categories:
1. Research interests and expertise: please send your research fields, title/affiliation, and official
contact information.
2. Breaking News: please send your scholarly achievements--publication, conference papers,
talks, etc. with brief summaries and ideally pictures and links if available.
3. Book Club: CHUS members are encouraged to share what they are reading and/or recommend
books to the public.
4. Research Notes: CHUS members are encouraged to share their research activities. This does
not mean sharing the full text of their (un)published works; rather, it can be a new primary
source, a thought, a spark of inspiration, or something they find interesting during their research.
5. “Big World, Small Talk.” Under this category, members can write opinion pieces on different
historical subjects not necessarily related to their own research. The purpose is to both promote
the study of history (i.e. why history matters both in terms of research and teaching experiences)
and present informed analysis of certain issues to the general public.
We are also planning some special activities down the road:
1.“History Matters” Lecture Series: CHUS members and invited speakers can deliver live talks
via Zoom.
2. CHUS Facebook Roundtables: This proposal was put forward by the previous CHUS Board,
and we would like to implement it if there are sufficient interests from our members. If you
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would like to host or organize a roundtable discussion on your CHR article on Facebook around
the time when a CHR issue is published, please contact us.
We need your help to boost the digital presence of CHUS. Hope to hear from you soon. Please
send your information to shzhan@iu.edu

XI “History Matters” Series Inaugural Lecture
Dear Colleagues and Friends,
As the Chinese New Year is just around the corner, we on the CHUS Board want to send
our warmest wishes to you and your families for a Happy and Healthy Year of the Tiger!
Meanwhile, we invite you to attend Professor Xu Guoqi's stimulating talk entitled
"International Sports, China, and the World, 1895-2022" (国际体育与中国和世界) on February
19, 2022 (Feb. 20 China Time), which promises to give us a real sense of immediacy in light of
the impending Beijing Winter Olympics.
To many of you, Professor Xu needs no introduction. He is a prominent diplomatic
historian and a prolific writer whose wide-ranging scholarly works have won enviable accolades.
Among others, his Olympic Dreams: China and Sports, 1895-2008 (Harvard University Press,
2008) claimed the Best Book award from the International Society of Olympic Historians.
Professor Xu's is the inaugural talk of CHUS's new HISTORY MATTERS online series.
For details on how to register for the event, please see the attached flier or click this link. We are
looking forward to seeing you on Feb, 19/20!
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XII CHUS Membership Instruction, 2022-2024
Member Benefits: Membership is crucial to the survival and development of CHUS. We
encourage our lifetime members to renew their membership, and welcome new people to join
CHUS. As a CHUS member, you will enjoy various benefits: Participating in CHUS-sponsored
panels at the AHA’s annual conferences and CHUS-sponsored international trips to Asia and
international conferences in Asia, receiving The Chinese Historical Review (CHR) and CHUS
Newsletter, enjoying free online access to CHR, eligibility for receiving CHUS awards and
Graduate Travel Grant, and other opportunities for scholarly exchanges both in and outside the
United States.
Current Membership Rates: $60/year, $100/2 years, $150/3 years for regular members;
$30/year or $50/2 years for students and retired scholars; $200/year for contributing members
(This new category is designed for outside donors who are not professional historians. They will
enjoy the defined privileges such as receiving the journal and newsletters but do not have full
privileges of other members in organizational electoral rights, awards, service, and other
academic participation). Please remember to renew your membership on time, and also help
advertise CHUS to any potential new members. For questions and recruitment suggestions,
please contact Dr. Mao Lin (mlin@georgiasouthern.edu). Please send your application form to
Dr. Lin, and mail your payment to Dr. Xiaoxiao Li (please see below).
Two Ways to Pay Membership Dues:
1. Mail check (Payable to CHUS) to:
Dr. Xiaoxiao Li
2201 NW 157th Terrace
Edmond, OK 73013
USA
2. Zelle Account (preferred payment method): pay to xli3@uco.edu
When you make the payment, please include your name and contact information, especially your
preferred email address.
CHUS members enjoy free online access to Chinese Historical Review at the Website of Taylor
& Francis ( http://www.tandfonline.com). Please visit the website and follow the instructions to
sign up.
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XIII CHUS Members’ Publications
Dr. Gao, Yunxiang, Professor of history at
Ryerson University, has published the
following book: Arise, Africa! Roar, China!
Black and Chinese Citizens of the World in the
Twentieth Century (University of North
Carolina Press, December 2021)

Dr. Hong, Zhaohui, Professor at Fordham
University, has published the following book:
《左右之间 两极之上：适度经济学思想导
论》香港城市大学出版社，2021年7月
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Dr. Li, Huaiyin, Professor of History at
University of Texas at Austin, has published
the following book：《现代中国的形成（
1600—1949）》广西师范大学出版社，2022
年2月

Dr. Yao, Ping, Professor of History at
California State University, Los Angeles,
edited Chinese Funerary Biographies: An
Anthology of Remembered Lives that has been
translated into Chinese. 《追怀生命：中国历
史上的墓志铭》上海古籍出版社 2021年4月

XIV In Memoriam of CHUS Founding President James Zheng Gao
Dr. James Zheng Gao, professor of modern Chinese history at the University of Maryland,
College Park, founding president of CHUS, passed away on October 26, 2021, at the age of 73.
CHUS members decided to establish James Z. Gao Memorial Fund in the CHUS memorial
service for him on November 1, 2021. The following are partly articles in memoriam of him.
留美历史学会会员追忆高峥教授
王希：高峥是留美历史学会的奠基者与思想者
孙怡：愿高峥老师安息
陈丹丹：高峥教授虽逝，对真理的思索永在
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姚平：益友高峥
洪朝辉 : 高峥教授的为人、为学和为友
梁侃：高峥的一生值得庆祝
Jeffrey Herf: James Z. Gao (1948–2021) | Perspectives on History | AHA
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